Abstract An algorithm is presented for inverting either laboratory or field poroelastic data for all the drained constants of an anisotropic (specifically orthotropic) fractured poroelastic system. While fractures normally weaken the system by increasing the mechanical compliance, any liquids present in these fractures are expected to increase the stiffness somewhat, thus negating to some extent the mechanical weakening influence of the fractures themselves. The analysis presented in this article quantifies these effects and shows that the key physical variable needed to account for the pore-fluid effects is a factor of (1 − B), where B is Skempton's second coefficient and satisfies 0 ≤ B < 1. This scalar factor uniformly reduces the increase in compliance due to the presence of communicating fractures, thereby stiffening the fractured composite medium by a predictable amount. One further aim of the discussion is to determine the number of the poroelastic constants that needs to be known by other means to determine the rest from remote measurements, such as seismic wave propagation data in the field. Quantitative examples arising in the analysis show that, if the fracture aspect ratio a f 0.1 and the pore fluid is liquid water, then for several cases considered, Skempton's B 0.9, and so the stiffening effect of the pore-liquid reduces the change in compliance due to the fractures by a factor 1 − B 0.1, in these examples. The results do, however, depend on the actual moduli of the unfractured elastic material, as well as on the pore-liquid bulk modulus, so these quantitative predictions are just examples, and should not be treated as universal results. Attention is also given to two previously unremarked poroelastic identities, both being useful variants of Gassmann's equations for homogeneous-but anisotropic-poroelasticity. Relationships to Skempton's analysis of saturated soils are also noted. The article concludes with a discussion of alternative methods of analyzing and quantifying fluid-substitution behavior in poroelastic systems, especially for those systems having heterogeneous constitution.
Introduction
The most common approach used (Gassmann (1951) ; Skempton (1954) ) when introducing poroelastic theories is to start with an implicit assumption that the unknown quantities in these systems are the fluid-saturated (or undrained) values, while the various unsaturated (or drained) values are given, or known from prior experiments. For laboratory data [Biot and Willis (1957) , Berryman and Nakagawa (2010) , these assumptions may often be appropriate. However, for field seismic data on oil, gas, or hydrologic reservoirs, or for sonic or ultrasonic experiments on ocean sediments, and/or for any laboratory sample where removing the pore-liquid is likely to alter the mechanical behavior of the solid matrix (or frame material) significantly due to changing surface or contact properties, these assumptions need to be carefully reexamined.
Because pertinent porous media can come in many forms, the present study is restricted to solids that might be anisotropic, up to and including those having orthotropic symmetry. Solid particles composing the porous medium frame might be arranged so that the porous frame is also orthotropic in its drained constants, or the solids may be jumbled together to form a random, but still porous, polycrystal that has isotropic symmetry overall. Clearly, there are many examples of porous media left out of the mentioned classifications, including complex granular media where the grains might be either isotropic or anisotropic, homogeneous, or inhomogeneous. Some of these other possibilities will be discussed elsewhere. The important additional theme to be exposed here will be pores in the form of fractures. These fractures will be assumed to be communicating (i.e., not isolated), meaning that the pore-fluid can flow from fracture to fracture, and so the fracture porosity itself is connected and has finite fluid permeability. The finite permeability feature might in some circumstances be due to the original, unfractured material having had connected matrix porosity, then becoming coupled with the fractures themselves which are assumed dense enough to connect to these pre-existing, but perhaps previously unconnected porous chambers. Thus, one realization of the model could be thought of as a double-porosity (porous matrix + fracture porosity) system (Berryman and Wang (1995) ). However, we will treat only the fracture porosity itself in the present study. The matrix porosity, whenever present, is assumed to contribute to the background compliance/stiffness of the medium hosting the fractures.
The analysis that follows is intended to show how fluids affect the mechanical strength of such systems. Fractures normally weaken the system by increasing the compliance. Fluids in these fractures and other pores should be expected in most cases to increase the stiffness. We show that this is true and that the key physical variable needed to quantify this effect is the second Skempton (1954) coefficient B satisfying 0 ≤ B < 1, and leading to a factor (1 − B) that uniformly reduces the increase in compliance due to the fractures, thereby stiffening the composite medium by a predictable amount.
One additional purpose of this analysis is to determine the number of the poroelastic constants that needs to be known by other means to determine the rest from remote measurements, such as seismic wave-propagation data.
Drained Bulk Modulus for Anisotropic Porous Media
Gassmann's well-known poroelasticity equation (Gassmann (1951) ) relating the drained bulk modulus K d to the undrained modulus K u for isotropic systems is sometimes written in the form:
where α ≡ 1 − K d /K g is the effective stress coefficient, or Biot-Willis coefficient (Biot and Willis (1957) ), K g is the solid modulus of the grains (in this case assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic within all the grains), K f is the pore fluid modulus, and φ is the porosity. The pertinent formula becomes more complicated if the solids constituting the porous medium are all isotropic but heterogeneous (Brown and Korringa (1975) , Berryman and Milton (1991) ), or if the grains are themselves anisotropic, while not having perfectly random orientations.
The main additional complication to be treated here is the one due to porosity coming in the form of fractures. The pore heterogeneity issue can also be treated, but we choose to simplify our analysis a bit for now by avoiding this additional, nontrivial extension in the present discussion. Our main aim is to show how the results for fractured systems obtained by Berryman and Grechka (2006) need to be modified when liquids are present inside these fractures.
For notational convenience, we introduce a modulus for a fluid suspension having the same solid (K g ) and fluid (K f ) components as well as the same porosity φ as that in the Gassmann result, but having the drained modulus K d ≡ 0. Then, we find that the effective suspension modulus is given by
This fact follows directly from Gassmann's formula (1) by setting K d = 0 everywhere, since then K u = K susp . However, of course, this result is also well known in mechanics and acoustics for these types of fluid-solid suspensions, being the Reuss average (Reuss (1929) ) and often called Wood's equation (Wood (1948) ). Rewriting Gassmann's formula in these terms, we find
All explicit porosity φ dependences are now localized in the suspension modulus K susp . From this form of the undrained equation, it is not hard to invert for the drained modulus and thereby show that it is expressible as
The transition from (3) to (4) involves solution of a linear equation in K d . Hence, the drained modulus K d can be deduced easily from measurements of the undrained modulus, together with knowledge of φ, K f , and K g . Apparently, Zhu and McMechan (1990) first derived this simple result. Although the result (4) as just derived applies only to isotropic and homogeneous systems, our aim will be to show that comparable results obtain for anisotropic fractured systems (up to orthotropic symmetry). Furthermore, the orthotropic poroelastic system of equations can also be inverted, not just for the drained (Reuss average) bulk modulus K d R , but for all the drained constants. Demonstrating these facts will be the main focus of the remainder of this article, with special emphasis on systems having only fracture porosity (generalization to double-porosity systems will be treated elsewhere).
Consider that the overall porous medium is anisotropic due to some preferential alignment of the constituent anisotropic solid particles. We consider the orthorhombic anisotropic version of the poroelastic equations:
The e ii (no summation over repeated indices) are strains in the i = 1, 2, 3 directions. The σ ii are the corresponding stresses. The fluid pressure is p f . The increment of fluid content is ζ , which (like the strains) is dimensionless. The drained compliances are S d i j ≡ S i j . The drained Reuss average bulk modulus (Reuss (1929) ) is defined via
a quantity which is the one commonly taken to be the definition of the bulk modulus of such a simple (non-heterogeneous) anisotropic system. Undrained compliances will be symbolized by S u i j . For the Reuss average undrained bulk modulus K u R , we have drained compliances replaced by undrained compliances in a formula otherwise identical in form to (6). Offdiagonal coefficients Voigt (1928) average (also see Hill (1952) ) of the stiffnesses will play no role in this discussion. To see why this should be so, consider the Hashin-Shtrikman bounds (Hashin and Shtrikman (1963) ) for the bulk moduli of composites containing isotropic constituents:
The upper and lower Hashin-Shtrikman bounds on bulk modulus are K ± H S . Here, i = 1, . . . , n for the n isotropic constituents. The bulk moduli of these constituents are K i , while G ± are the two most extreme values of the constituents' shear moduli: with G + being the largest, and G − being the smallest. Now if any of the constituents has zero shear modulus, then the lower Hashin-Shtrikman bound becomes identical to the Reuss average bulk modulus of this same system. However, the Voigt average is attainable only if one of the constituent shear moduli is infinite. While the zero shear modulus result for the lower bound produces a sensible limit-and in fact this result is exactly Wood's formula (Wood (1948) ) for a suspension-the other extreme case of infinite shear modulus is surely of no interest in poroelastic systems, and perhaps never of physical interest. Hence, we have no qualms about excluding this case from our present discussion. (5), where B is the second Skempton (1954) coefficient, which will be defined shortly.
The shear terms due to twisting motions (i.e., strains e 23 , e 31 , e 12 ; and stresses σ 23 , σ 31 , σ 12 ) are excluded from this presention because they typically do not couple to the modes of interest for anisotropic systems having orthotropic symmetry, or to more symmetric systems such as those having transversely isotropic or isotropic symmetry.
Summing the off-diagonal coefficients β i , we find
We have also introduced (similar to the isotropic case) a Reuss effective stress coefficient:
since a rigorous definition in this notation by Berryman (1998) for the Skempton (1954) B coefficient is given by
More general versions (Brown and Korringa (1975) ) of the B definition include another bulk modulus for pore response that differs from the grain response if the medium consists of a heterogeneous collection of grains and/or pores, but (as previously stated) this difference is beyond our current scope.
[But see Brown and Korringa (1975) for further discussion of this point, and we shall return briefly to the issue in the final technical section of the article.] With this one caveat, all these formulas presented are rigorous statements based on anisotropic analysis. Appearances of Reuss average quantities K d R and α R are rigorous statements, not approximations. When grains are uniform and isotropic, there is no distinction between Voigt and Reuss averages. When grains are either anisotropic, or nonuniform in elastic properties, then it is important to note that the limiting case of Wood's formula (Wood (1948) ) for a suspension of these inhomogeneous and/or anisotropic grains requires the Reuss average. Since Wood's formula is key to the definitions of both γ and B, it is clear that the Reuss average is a key element of the analysis to follow. These specific choices of notation made will also help us emphasize the similarity between rigorous anisotropic and isotropic formulas, such as (1).
Off-Diagonal Poroelastic Coefficients β i
Results for the β i coefficients are next followed by a general proof of their validity. The coefficients β i are determined by
where K g R is the Reuss average of the grain modulus. Equation (11) holds for homogeneous grains, such that K g R = K g . However, when the grains themselves are anisotropic, we also need to allow for this possibility by defining three directional grain bulk moduli determined by
for i = 1, 2, 3. The second equality follows because the compliance matrix is always symmetric. We call these quantities in (12) the partial grain-compliance sums, and the K g i are pertinent directional grain bulk moduli. Then, the formula in (11) is replaced by
The preceding results are for perfectly aligned grains. If the grains are instead perfectly randomly oriented, then it is clear that the formulas in (11) hold as before, but now the definition of the Reuss average grain bulk modulus K g R must be reformulated in analogy to (6).
All of these statements about the β i 's are easily proven by considering a particular combination of the applied stresses, such that σ 11 = σ 22 = σ 33 = −p c = −p f . Then, from (5), we have
in the most general of the cases discussed, and holding equally true for each value of i = 1, 2, 3. This equation is a statement about the strain e ii (no sum over i) that would be observed in this situation, as it must be the same if these anisotropic (or inhomogeneous) grains are immersed in fluid, while measurements are taken of strains observed in each of the three directions i = 1, 2, 3, during variations of this uniformly applied pressure p f . This argument is similar to those given by Biot and Willis (1957) for the isotropic, homogeneous case. The relationship of coefficient γ to the other coefficients is easily established because we have already discussed the main issue, which involves determining the role of the various other constants contained in Skempton's coefficient B. Again, from (5), we find that
for undrained boundary conditions. We find that
where p c = −σ c is the external confining pressure. Thus, the scalar coefficient γ is determined uniquely, and given by
This result also provides an alternative (but equivalent) definition of Skempton's second coefficient:
although this particular result holds only for systems having homogeneous grains.
Undrained Compliance Matrix S u i j
The undrained compliance matrix S u i j can be found easily at this point. The general condition for undrained behavior is determined similarly to (15) by 
where
To distinguish drained and undrained compliances, we have added superscripts d and u accordingly. Compliances without superscripts are assumed to be drained, and so S i j = S d i j .
Role of Skempton Coefficient B in Fractured Anisotropic Poroelastic Systems
We have now determined the physical/mechanical significances of all the coefficients in the poroelastic matrix (5) from measurable quantities. The results are as general as possible (i) without considering poroelastic anisotropies that have less symmetry than orthorhombic, and (ii) without allowing for mixed solids among the grains (i.e., heterogeneous composite frame). Furthermore, if the grains themselves are anisotropic, then they must be either perfectly aligned (i.e., anisotropic frame like the grains themselves) or perfectly random (i.e., isotropic polycrystalline frame). Intermediate cases of orientation including partial alignments for the case of anisotropic constituents fall into the class of anisotropic "heterogeneities," i.e., those being specifically excluded from consideration here. (Recall that our main focus in this article is on poroelastic constants that can, at least in principle, be determined remotely, via, for example, laboratory ultrasound probing, or in the field using seismic experiments.) Assumed knowledge of the three directions of the principal axes of orthotropic symmetry has also simplified this presentation somewhat.
Role of Pore Fluid in the Mechanics
A remaining question is whether we can deduce all the drained constants from measured undrained ones, or not. From (5) and previous definitions including (22), the drained compliances clearly satisfy:
showing explicitly how to compute drained compliances from the measured undrained compliances. From the traditional point of view, the only unknown component on the right-hand side of (23) is the undrained constants. However, for wave propagation studies, we should make the opposite assumption, i.e., we assume these undrained coefficients have been measured by carrying out undrained wave propagation experiments. Hence, the undrained stiffnesses C u i j are known, and presumably this 3 × 3 matrix has been successfully inverted for the undrained S u i j 's. By taking appropriate sums of (23) and then using the formula (17), we find that
Rearranging (24), we obtain
where quantities on the right-hand side are assumed known. If B has also been measured via the left-hand side of (16), then (23) plays the same role in the anisotropic results, as (4) did in the isotropic case. Equation (25) is one main result, but now we can go farther and show how the same ideas could be used in the case when the porosity appears in the form of fluid-filled fractures. In this context, we make explicit use of the studies of Kachanov (1991, 1995) . This approach introduces the concept of fracture-influence parameters η, measuring the increase in elastic compliance (an elastic-weakening effect) due to an oriented crack in some solid elastic background material. The total effect of a set of cracks depends also on the overall crack or fracture density ρ f , which is a pure number typically less than unity. [See Berryman and Grechka (2006) for examples of the use of numerical experiments to determine the values of a set of crack parameters η.] If the background material is the same as the grain material discussed here already, then the concept of fracture influence amounts to formulas of the form:
where various corrections due to the fractures take the form ΔS i j ∝ ρ f η, or possibly sums of such terms. The quantity ρ f is the fracture density, which is related approximately to the porosity φ f and the average aspect ratio a f of the fractures by the definition:
See Bristow (1960) , Budiansky and O'Connell (1976) , and also Thomsen (2002) for careful discussions of this relationship. The main idea of these discussions is illustrated in Fig. 1 , where potential flow of a fluid past a disk (seen edge-on) is shown. The point of the illustration is to make clear that potential flow past a obstacle, whether a hard disk in a flow situation, or an empty fracture/crack in the case of elastic potential flow is strongly affected by the presence of the disk or fracture regardless of the thickness of the obstacle. Thus, the true influence does not depend on the volume of the obstacle, but rather on the volume divided by the aspect ratio. This quantity is the one computed for fractures in (27), and is one of the most useful measures of the crack or fracture density for these types of applications. Typically, we find that only two η's are significant at low crack densities, and we call these η 1 and η 2 . For our present purposes, these details do not need to be made explicit. It will be enough to recognize that such contributions give rise to corrections of the form ΔS i j as shown in (26). Then, we can show how fluids influence the effects due to fractures.
If we rearrange (23) and then use (26), we have
Summing this result over both i and j, we have 
from (26). Hence, we have found that
The most important result for our present purposes then comes from combining (30) and (31) into the statement:
This equation shows that all the changes introduced by communicating fractures are affected in the same way, and this involves a factor of (1 − B) multiplying every fluid-free compliance change ΔS i j . The fluids therefore have the simple effect of reducing the influence of those cracks filled with fluid, since B < 1 always holds for homogeneous poroelasticity. Thus, the general result is an overall strengthening of those parts of the material saturated with fluid by a factor of (1 − B). This anisotropic result is also consistent with a similar result found by the present author in isotropic porous media in an earlier publication (Berryman (2007) ).
Significance of the Factor (1 − B)
To appreciate the significance of the factor (1 − B) which reduces the compliance of a porous medium whenever a fluid is present, first consider the fact that 
Then, the term where this factor makes its most important contribution in (31) is of the form:
The fluid bulk modulus is assumed to lie always in the range 0 ≤ K f ≤ K g R , ı.e., from vacuum level to a value bounded above by the grain modulus of the surrounding solid materials. Then, it is straightforward to show that (34) produces a vanishing right-hand side when K f → K g R , because then there is effectively no porespace left, and when K f → 0 we have B → 0 and therefore the right-hand side reduces as it should to α R /K d R -which is the expected drained result. The factor (1 − B) therefore provides the needed interpolation factor for intermediate values of fluid K f in the physically pertinent range. Table 1 displays the results of Berryman and Grechka (2006) for two models of background (both isotropic and elastic) reservoir materials: Model One has Poisson's ratio ν = 0.00, C 11 = C 22 = C 33 = 13.75 GPa, C 12 = C 13 = C 23 = 0.00 GPa, C 44 = C 55 = C 66 = G g = 6.875 GPa, so K g = 2G g /3 = 4.583 GPa, while Model Two has Poisson's ratio ν = 0.4375, bulk modulus K g = 16.86 GPa, shear modulus G g = 2.20 GPa, and V p = 3.0 km/s, V s = 1.0 km/s, with inertial mass density ρ 0 = 2200.0 kg/m 3 .
Examples
All these fracture-influence coefficients in Table 1 should be multiplied by the appropriate factor of (1 − B) to determine the liquid-saturated effects of these fractures on the model reservoir material.
The drained bulk modulus is obtained in this context by applying formula (18) from Berryman and Grechka (2006) :
which implies that for Model One we have 
To compute B, we still need to know the values of
Taking K f = 2.2 GPa for water, we find
for Model One, and
for Model Two. Formula (27) is then solved for effective fracture porosity φ f = a f ρ f . The modeling performed by Berryman and Grechka (2006) treated only the cases ρ f = 0.05, 0.10, and 0.20. Because it is the crack density ρ f , and not the porosity itself that is important in fracture mechanics, the aspect ratio was actually not specified in that study. If the fractures are either ribbon shaped or penny shaped, then it is reasonable to assume a f ≤ 0.5, and so a value of a f 0.1 is used here in the examples found in Table 2 . The main observation is that a f 0.1 results in B 0.9, and so the stiffening effect of the pore-liquid (water in this case) reduces the change in compliance due to the fractures by a factor 1 − B 0.1. This result does however depend on the liquid bulk modulus, as is seen in the formulas already presented.
Some Further Identities in Homogeneous Poroelasticity
One extra benefit of the preceding analysis is two identities (apparently previously unremarked) in homogeneous poroelasticity.
A related identity, but one that should be considered already known, is
which is just another way of writing the well-known identity
, where
However, now, if we rewrite the definition of Skempton's B coefficient in the form
then we also find-by rearranging (42)-that
It follows that 1
or equivalently that
Equation (43) is another useful identity for determining the drained constant K d R , when B is known. Equation (44) is obtained by substituting (43) directly into (41). Equation (45) is a rearrangement of (44).
Fluid-Substitution Formulas in Homogeneous or Heterogeneous, and Anisotropic Poroelasticity
One issue that often arises in practice for field applications of poroelasticity concerns finding means of quantifying effects related to fluid substitution (Mavko et al. 2009 ). The idea is simple, as the key concept comes down to being able to deduce valid relationships between and among different poroelastic datasets when the pore fluid is the only physical quantity in the poroelastic system that is changing. Examples include enhanced oil recovery (using one fluid to push another-such as oil-out of the pore spaces), and geothermal systems in which a fluid (such as water or CO 2 ) is injected cold into the ground and then allowed to heat up sufficiently to produce steam when extracted at a later time. Also, CO 2 sequestration is another case in which the point would be to determine by remote means (such as seismic wave imaging) where the injected CO 2 might be collecting underground, and residing thereafter for long periods subsequent to its injection. One common formula used for fluid substitution (Mavko 2009 ) can be written in present notation as
and is based on the fact [following from (10), for example] that
whenever it is appropriate to neglect the differences between pore bulk modulus K φ (Brown and Korringa 1975) and grain bulk modulus K g R (as we have also been doing so far in this article). The usual notation has been modified here to generalize the fluid-substitution statement from the one that is only valid for isotropic porous media, to the one that is generally valid for all anisotropic porous media in the classes considered here (up to orthotropic symmetry). We achieve this generality by replacing the isotropic bulk moduli everywhere by the corresponding Reuss average moduli of the anisotropic system (which is sufficient to guarantee consistency with Wood's formula for fluid suspensions, as discussed previously).
It is not hard to show that (47) is just one of many ways to rewrite Gassmann's equation for poroelastic systems. The significant difference in this case is that the right-hand side of Eq. 47 clearly does not depend at all on the pore-fluid physical properties. Hence, it remains constant as the pore-fluid bulk modulus is changed on the left-hand side of the equation, and also while the undrained constant K u R is simultaneously changing in response to these fluid modulus changes. Thus, if measurements have been made of the system undrained response K u R for one pore-fluid, and if the grain modulus K g R is also known, then the right-hand side of (47) has been determined. Hence, it is then straightforward to deduce that the changes in K u R as different fluids having different K f 's are introduced into these same pores. Or, if the measured quantity is K u R instead (as might be the case for seismic wave propagation studies), this result permits us to deduce the quantitative changes in pore-fluid bulk modulus K f .
It has been shown previously (Berryman and Milton (1991) ) that the most general expression of Skempton's coefficient B for heterogeneous porous media is
where K φ is the pore bulk modulus (Brown and Korringa (1975) 
where the final step makes use of the approximation K φ K d R , as proposed after (48). Again, both right-hand sides (exact and approximate, respectively) of (49) are completely independent of the pore-fluid properties, as was the right-hand side of (47). Equation (49) can therefore be used in the same fashion as (47) to deduce and/or predict changes in pore-fluid bulk modulus during pore-fluid injection and/or extraction processes from measured changes in K u R .
Conclusions
The analysis presented above has shown that fluids in fractures increase the overall stiffness of the fractured medium. The important physical variable needed to quantify this effect is the Skempton (1954) coefficient B. The main result shows that a factor (1 − B) uniformly reduces the compliance increment caused by the presence of the fractures. The composite medium may be a solid material that is still weakened by the presence of liquid-filled fractures, but not weakened as much as it would have been if the same fractures were free of liquids. Examples based on a previous study (Berryman and Grechka 2006) show quantitatively what the magnitude of these affects can be. Results are also consistent with an earlier study (Berryman 2007) , but the present approach provides a direct link between the fractureinfluence parameters and Skempton's coefficient without needing to use thought experiments involving random and isotropic polycrystals of anisotropic constituents as was done in prior efforts along the same lines.
The preceding analysis has been designed to determine how many of the poroelastic constants need to be known by other means to determine the rest from remote measurements, such as seismic-wave propagation data. In certain cases, we had to exclude some complex situations, such as anisotropic solid grains having neither perfectly random nor perfectly aligned orientations, or grains with interior pores. Clearly, other complicated circumstances may arise in practice. However, to solve the corresponding poroelastic inversion problem would presumably require data such as grain-grain orientation statistics which might not be possible to obtain remotely. For laboratory measurements, the situation may be quite different however, because then it should be possible to determine such grain-grain orientation parameters using X-ray tomography, or other comparable imaging tools. When such data are available, then more can (presumably) be said about both the drained and undrained poroelastic constants, as well as the relationships among them.
Finally, an alternative choice of pore-fluid substitution formula has also been derived based on the use of Skempton's coefficient B in the definition of the undrained bulk modulus K u R . The main advantage of this formula is that it is completely general, and does not depend on any assumption that the porous media of interest have homogeneous (i.e., single grain-type) constitution.
